FACTSHEET

SCALY BA RK C R EEK WA L K
What You Will See: This is a lovely forest walk in a
secluded valley. The walk provides a contrast between the
vegetation on the sandstone ridges and the creek valley
below.
On the ridges Yellow Bloodwoods (Corymbia eximia), Scaly
Barks (Eucalyptus squarrosa) and Casuarinas are common.
In the valley the dominant tree is the Swamp Mahogany
(Eucalyptus robusta) which is readily identified by its
spongy bark. These trees provide habitat for yellow bellied
gliders. Make sure to keep an eye out for swamp wallabies.
This valley was farmed by the Rollason family who grew
watermelons and turf here. Imagine living in such an
isolated valley.
Distance: 5 km total for the entire return walk. Or if you
choose, the return distance is 3 km to the ford on Scaly
Bark Creek.
Grade: Medium – There is a 50 metre ascent and descent
to the valley floor.
Time: Three hours for the entire walk. It’s two hours to walk
to the creek ford and back.
Facilities: There are no facilities on this walk.
Track Status: The fire trail surface can be slippery in dry
weather, especially on the steep sections.

KENTHURST

Starting Point: This walk can be accessed from the fire
trail entry at the end of Coppertail Place, Kenthurst. The
walk can also be started at the fire trail entry in Nyari Road,
Kenthurst.
Safety Information
This is a general safety guide for participants undertaking
suggested self-guided bush walks. Walking in council
reserves and other bush locations provides a great
opportunity for relaxation and the exploration of local
environs. However, it’s important to always be prepared.
Plan your walk
•
Research your walk and check everyone is comfortable
with the planned route
•
Walk in groups – in an emergency one of you might
need to wait with the injured person while the other
gets help.
•
Check the difficulty. Some walks include steep terrain.
If you’re unsure of the difficulty, contact council.
•
Check weather forecasts and reserve conditions
and be aware that weather conditions can change,
especially during the long fire season.
•
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) - http://www.bom.gov.
au/nsw/forecasts/
•
Rural Fire Service Map - https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/
fire-information/fires-near-me

Disclaimer

The Hills Shire Council has taken all reasonable care in providing walk descriptions and related information however does not provide any guarantee as to the completeness or
currency of the spatial and textual information that has been generated in this document. The use of the information provided herein is entirely at the user’s risk and The Hills Shire
Council accepts no responsibility for any loss, injury, damage, mishap or inconvenience sustained by anyone relying on the information contained within this document.
The geographical information provided for the walk route is a suggestion only and it is the responsibility of each person undertaking the bush walk to assess for themselves the best
and safest way to proceed through the walk. Each individual must exercise their own independent judgment as to whether the walk routes suggested by The Hills Shire Council are
safe for the walker having regard to their fitness, training, skill, age and experience.
All outdoor activities involve some risk of death or injury such as bush fires, snake bites, ankle sprains, heat exhaustion (as some examples only) and users of these maps and
bushwalking routes must be aware of such risks in carrying out a bushwalk and each individual bears their own responsibility for the potential risks.
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Tell somebody
•

4.

After about 800 metres you will reach a ford where you
can cross the creek. This ford may be hard to cross
after heavy rain. (You could turn around here and return
to Coppertail Place). On the other side of the creek
you will find another trail junction which is signposted
indicating the Nyari Fire Trail to the left and the Nyari
Gully Trail to the right. The Nyari Gully Trail follows the
Guppy Creek valley. Take the Nyari Fire Trail and the
valley to the left.

5.

At first the trail continues along the valley floor but then
it begins to climb and the vegetation changes back
to the Bloodwoods and Casuarinas seen on the other
side of the valley. The upper reaches of Scaly Bark
Creek can be seen in the valley below the trail.

6.

At the next trail junction take the upper trail on the right
and continue to walk to Nyari Road. A feature of this
part of the walk in autumn is the new salmon pink bark
on the Grey Gums (Eucalyptus punctata). However
unless you have organised a vehicle at the end of the
walk at Nyari Road there is no real need to walk this
steep section up to Nyari Road. This trail junction
could be another turn around point. Return to the ford
and complete the walk back along the fire trail.

7.

An alternative starting point is the fire trail entrance on
Nyari Road (off Porters Road). This entry trail is steep
and care needs to be taken as the surface is uneven.

Give route details to your friends and family. Tell them
about any medical conditions and when to expect you
back, and check in with them when you return.

Stay on track
•

Walking tracks are not always signposted or
maintained, so please take care.

•

To protect our landscapes for future generations,
please ensure that native plant and animal habitat and
heritage sites are not disturbed.

What to bring
•

For longer walks take plenty of water, snacks and a
basic first aid kit.

•

Wear or take appropriate clothing and closed-toe
footwear and consider the need for a waterproof jacket
and sun protection.

•

Take a copy of the topographic map and compass and
be confident with how to use them.

•

Consider bringing a mosquito spray or spray your
clothes prior to the walk.

Report
•

Report any fallen trees or other obstacles and any
pollution events in creeks and ponds.

Dogs
•

Dogs must be on a leash at all times when walking in
reserves and bushland areas.

Directions and Points of Interest
1.

Walk down the fire trail from the start at Coppertail
Place. Take care walking down the fire trail as it can
be slippery especially after extended dry periods. The
main trees to be seen here are Yellow Bloodwoods
(Corymbia eximia) distinguishable by their yellow
scaly bark. The other trees with darker scaly bark are
Scaly Barks (Eucalyptus squarrosa). Scaly Barks grow
where there is some clay on the sandstone ridges in
Kenthurst. The understorey shrubs include Geebungs
(Persoonia levis and Persoonia linearis).

2.

After 400 metres there is another fire trail coming in
from the right. Continue downhill on the main trail.
Note the changing vegetation as you approach the
valley floor.

3.

At the bottom of the trail there is a T intersection. This
is the Scaly Bark Trail. Turn right. Swamp Mahogany
gums (Eucalyptus robusta) which are not seen in many
places in the Hills Shire grow along the creek. They
are readily identified by their spongy bark. Some of the
trees growing in this valley are impressive specimens.
The Rollason family lived in this valley without
electricity or running water. They farmed water melons
and turf and are said to have also mined kaolin. You
can still find remnants from those days, including the
remains of an old farm Ute and fence posts.

Copyright
The base cadastre and contours information provided on
the following maps are subject to Copyright belonging to
NSW Spatial Services and the 2016 aerial photography
on this map is subject to Copyright belonging to Jacobs
SKM. All cadastre modifications including additional data
provided herein are subject to Copyright of The Hills Shire
Council.
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